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1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to prove a theorem that will be useful in 
the classification of simple groups all of whose 2-local subgroups are solvable. 
Our main result is the following theorem. 
THEOREM A. Let G be a non-Abelian jkite simple group all of whose 
L&local subgroups are solvable. Assume that a Sylow Ssubggroup T of G possesses 
a normal elementary Abelian subgroup of order > 8 and that T does aaot 
normalize any nonidentity odd order subgroup of 6. Then G does not possess 
a maximal 2-local subgroup M such that Q,(M) is of sym$ectic type. 
Before discussing the proof of Theorem A, we wiil indicate where it 
can be applied. In attempting to classify simple groups all of whose 2-local 
subgroups are solvable, one of the cases studied is similar to Section 13 
of Thompson’s N-groups paper [S]. In this case, G is taken to be an unknown 
simple group of minimum order satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem A. 
In addition, for some odd prime p, there is a subgroup of type (p,p, p) 
in some Sloca? subgroup of G. One then studies a maxima! Ziocai subgroup 
M of G and tries to show that O,(M) is of symplectic types When this is 
done, then Theorem A can be used to show this case cannot occur. 
In proving Theorem A, the classification by Hall [5] of p-groups of 
symplectic type is very useful. In particular, if P is a S-group of symplectic 
type, then P is the central product of a cyclic group and an extra-special 
group, or P is the central product of an extra-special group and a group 
of maximal class, or P is of maximal class. From this we see that Theorem A 
is an immediate consequence of the following three theorems. 
* Completed while a graduate student at The Ohio State University, Colu-nbus, 
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THEOREM B. Let G be a non-Abe&an jkite simple group satisfying the 
hypothesis of Theorem A. Then G does not possess a maximal 2-local subgroup 
M such that O,(M) is of symplectic type and O,(M) contains a charactmistic 
cyclic subgroup Z of order 8. 
THEOREM C. Let G be a non-Abelian finite simple group satisfying the 
hypothesis of Theorem A. Then G does not possess a maximal 2-local subgroup 
M such that O,(M) is of symplectic type and O,(M) contains a characteristic 
cyclic subgroup Z of order 4. 
THEOREM D. Let G be a non-Abelian finite simple group satisfying the 
hypothesis of Theorem A. Then G does not possess a maximal 2-local subgroup M 
such that O,(M) is extra-special. 
Throughout the paper, G will denote a non-Abelian finite simple group 
satisfying the assumptions of Theorem A. The other notation is standard 
(see [7]). The main ideas in the paper are similar to those used by Thompson 
in Section 13 of the N-groups paper [S]. In addition, if X is any 2-local 
subgroup of G, then O,(X) = 1 by a theorem of Gorenstein [4]. In 
particular, if M is a maximal 2-local subgroup of G, then O,,(M) = 1. 
The proof of Theorem B is essentially the same as the proof of Theorem 13.5 
of [S]. Most of the lemmas used to prove Theorems 13.6 and 13.7 of [S] 
are used in the proofs of Theorems C and D. However, many of the proofs 
of these lemmas are different since we do not have the uniqueness theorem 
for odd primes that was used in the N-groups paper. 
The following known results are used throughout the paper and are 
stated without proof. 
LEMMA 1.1 (Gorenstein [4]). Let G be a non-Abelian Jinite simple group 
all of whose 2-local subgroups are solvable. Assume that a Sylow 2-subgroup T 
of G possesses a normal elementary Abelian subgroup of order >, 8 and that 
T does not normalize any nonidentity odd order subgroup of G. Then O,,(X) = 1 
for every 2-local subgroup X of G. 
LEMMA 1.2 (cf. [7, Lemma 5.341). Supp ose the subgroup T of the solvable 
group H is elementary of order 2” # 1, and 1 F(H)] is odd. Then F(H) contains 
a subgroup A with the properties 
(a) A = A, x A, x ... x A, , where Ai is of prime order, 
(b) Ai is T-invariant, 1 < i < n, 
(4 C,(A) = 1, 
(d) If njgi (?,(A,) = Ti , and Di = AiTi , then Di is a dihedral group 
and TA = D, x ... x D,. 
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2. THEOREM 
THEOREM B. Let G be a non-Abe&an jinite simple group all of whose 
2-local subgroups aye solvable. Assume that a Sylow 2-subgroup T of G possesses 
a normal elementary Abelian subgroup of order 3 8 and that T does not 
normalize any nonidentity odd order subgroup of G. Then G does mot possess 
a maximal 2-local subgroup M such that O,(M) is of symplectic tyfe and 
Q,(M) coaztains a characteristic cyclic subgroup Z of order 8. 
Prooj. The proof of Theorem B is essentially the same as the proof 
of Theorem 13.5 of [8]. The only modification is that we use Lemma 1.1 
to show that if N is any 2-local subgroup of 6, then O,(N) = 1. 
3. THE PROOF OF THEOREM e 
In this section we prove Theorem C. Let G be a non-Abelian finite simple 
group satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem A. In addition, suppose that 
G satisfies the following hypothesis. 
NYP~THESIS 3.1. (a) M is a maximal 2Jocal subgrou? of 6. 
(b) 4-p = O,(h!l> is of symplectic type. 
(c) H contains a characteristic subgroup Z of order 4. 
Lemmas 3.2-3.6 are proved under Hypothesis 3.1. These lemmas are 
similar to the lemmas used in the proof of Theorem 13.6 of [g], but some 
parts of their proofs are different. If N is any 2-local subgroup of G, we 
have that Q,(N) = 1 by Lemma 1.1. IIence, we have O,(M) = 1. Let 
z = (x>, i = x2, 2, = (i). Let T be a Sylow 2-subgroup of AK Since 
S,(M) = 1, Z(T) C H, and we get that IL’,(T) C M so that T is a Sylow 
2-subgroup of 6. Let w be the width of H. Thus, by Theorem B, we have 
that H is the central product of Z and an extra-special group of width 2. 
Since 2 E 7r4 , we get that w > 2, so that m(H) = 2~ + 1 3 5. 
LEMMA 3.2. If HI is a subgroup of H of index 2 which contains Z, then 
for each g E G - M, HIS $Z M. 
Proof. Suppose false. Let K = Hg, KI = HIg C 134, x = zg, j = ig = x2, 
x = (x). 
Case 1. j $ N. The proof that case 1 can not happen is the same as in 
case 1 of Lemma 13.58 of [lo]. 
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Case 2. j E H. Let H,, = C,(j), sothatjH:H,I =2.LetE=HnK,. 
Then D(E) C (j) n (Q = 1. Thus, / E 1 < 2w+1, since 2w+1 is an upper 
bound for the order of every elementary subgroup of H. Let 1 E 1 = 2”. 
Since K/(j> is elementary, so is K,/E. Thus, K,/E is elementary of order 
22w+1--e. Now K,/E e KIN/H = z , and %?r is represented faithfully on 
E = O,,,,(M)/H. Thus, by Lemma 1.2, E contains a subgroup B = 
B; x ... X&,suchthatI~~j=p,,aprime,~~admits~,l<n<f, 
and C@) = 1. We choose B to be an Abelian subgroup of O,,,,(M) of 
odd order such that B = BHIH, B, C B, q = B,H/H. 
Let I/ = H/H’, so that Vis elementary of order 22w+1. Let V = V, x V, , 
where I’, = C,(B), Vi = [V, B]. Thus, Z/H’ C V,, , so 1 V, I = 2” with 
a < 2w. 
Since e < w + 1, we get f 3 w. Let A, = (B, H, K,), and let A = 
AAO(Vr). Thus, A = A, x ... x A, , where A, is dihedral of order 2~~ ,
and we can choose notation so that A, is the image of (B, , k, , H) in A, 
where k, E Kl . Let V, = IV, 1 W, 3) ... 1 W,,, = 1 be a composition 
series for I’, as an A-group. Let Wn = W,/W,+, , n = 1, 2,..., s, and let 
A% = C,(W”). Since Al’,..., A,’ exhaust all the minimal normal subgroups 
of A, we get that An = AJcn) for some subset J(n) of {l,...,f>, and where 
we define A, = (A, I n E J) for all J-C {l,..., f}. Thus, each Wn is a free 
F,Kn-module by Lemma 5.47 of [7], where Kn. is a Sylow 2-subgroup 
of A/A”. Hence, we have I Wfi j > 2@ for all n, so that 1 W, I > 2”, 
where k = xi=, j K” I. Since / K” j 3 2 for each n, it follows that if 
/ Kn j = 2bs, then 1 K” / > 2b,. Hence, 2w > k > 2 Cl=, b, . Since 
C b, > f > w, we conclude that k = 2w, 2b, = 1 Kn /, for all n, and 
f = w. Hence, b, = 1 or 2 for each n. Since 2sw > / W, j > 2” = 22w, 
we get that / W, / = I VI 1 == 22w and I Wn 1 = 21K4. Since b, = 1 or 2 
for each n, we get that I Wn j = 4 or 16 for each n. This implies that B 
is a 3, 5-group, and that for each n, a Sylow 3, 5-subgroup of A/A” is of 
order 3, 9, or 15. 
We can say more. In particular, A is not represented faithfully on any 
proper submodule of V, , as the inequalities show. Let A(2) be the Sylow 
3, 5-subgroup of A n C(W,), so that A(2) # 1. Let B(2) be the preimage 
of A(2) in B. Then set V, = H*/H’. Hence, H* = C,,(B(2))[H*, B(2)], 
W, = C,,(B(2))/H’, and [H*, B(2)]/H’ is a complement W1 to W, in 
V, = W, . Hence, Vi = W1 x Wi, as an A-module. Repeating this argu- 
ment suitably often implies that Vi = w1 x ... x Ws, H* = H,* ... Hs*, 
where each H,* is extraspecial, admits HBKl , and Wn = H,*/H’ is an 
irreducible A-module. Since 1 W” j < 24, it follows that aut(Hn*) does not 
have a subgroup of order 15. Hence, B is a 3-group, and Ha* is the central 
product of 6, quaternion groups, 1 < n < s. By the inequalities we get 
2 = C,(B), so that H = ZH,* ... H,*. 
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Case 2a. w 3 3. Since f = w, it follows that H is the central product 
of % with quaternion groups Q1 ,..., Qw such that each n admits 
12 = l,..., w. Let C, = C,(Q,J, so that / B: C, j = 3, 1 n < w. 
each subset J of (l,..., w}, let QJ = (Z, Qn / n E J). As J ranges over ali 
the subsets of {l,..., w}, the groups QJ range over ail the subgroups of 
which contain Z and admit B. 
We next show that A&g n B = 1. Namely, [Mg fl B, KJ _C n Hg L H. 
Since has no nontrivial fixed points on HBIES; by construction, we get 
Mg n = 1. We may rewrite this equation in the equivalent form CB(j) = 1, 
ence, we have j = zaqlq2 ... qW , where qn EQ~ - (i), 1 < n < w. 
Now B = BH/H = C x 1, where x = Hx inverts C and centralizes 4 
and where x = z? E Kl . Suppose j e j > 9. Let C be a subgroup of B 
incident with c. Thus, x normalizes [H, C] = I?, and ZI? = QJ for some J. 
1 = 2 where H,, = C,(j), we get [ M: CH(x)i < 4 since (x) 
C,(j) = Mg and so / M’s: C,,,,,(x)] < 2. Since [N, C]/H’ is a 
free Fa(x)/(j)-module, it follows that 1 C i = 9, and that 
product of two quaternion groups. Since w > 3, j $6 [HP C]. Hence, 
[x, CB(j)] _C A n (j) = 1, so that x centralizes a subgroup of I? of index 
at most 2. This is not the case, so / c / < 3. 
Since w = f > 3, we get / I/ 2 9. Let I be a subgroup dent 
with if. Thus, (x, H) <I (x, H, I). Hence, D((x, H)) = (x2, xj> is 
normalized by 4. Since [Ho , LX] < (x2) = (j), it fol!ows that j D((x, H))i < 8. 
Hence, 1 n C,(j) # 1, against B I? Mg = 1. This contradiction shows that 
this case does not occur. 
Case 2b. w < 2. The proof that case 2b does not occur is the same as 
in case 2b of Lemma 13.58 of [8]. Th’ IS completes the proof of the lemma. 
~EWMA 3.3. we have that (i) is weakly dosed in ff. 
F’IYN$. Suppose g E G - M and j = iy E H. Let = &(j) so that 
/ E HI 1 = 2, HI C Ms. By Lemma 3.2 applied to Mg, we get g E M”. 
This is not the case since g E G - M. 
LEMMA 3.4. We har;e that T E M*(G). 
The proof is the same as the proof of Lemma 13.60 of [8]. 
LEivIMA 3.5. We have that G does not contain a strongly e~~e~~ea subgroz@. 
ProoJ Suppose false. Then by a theorem of Bender [I]: G is isomorphic 
to L,(q), f&z(q), or U,(q) for q = 2” >, 4. Sixe a Sylow 2-subgroup of 
I,,@, q = 2” > 4, is Abelian, L,(q) is out since a SyRow 2-subgroup of G 
contains an extra-special subgroup of width greater than or equal to 2. 
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Since the center of a Sylow 2-subgroup of Sz(q), 4 = 2” 3 4, has order 
greater than or equal to 8, Sx(q) is out since the center of a Sylow 2-subgroup 
of G is cyclic of order 2 or 4. From Bender’s paper [l], we see that if G 
has a strongly embedded subgroup, then G has only one conjugate class 
of maximal 2-local subgroups. Since a maximal 2-local subgroup of Us(q) 
is not the centralizer of an involution, G can not be isomorphic to U,(g). 
Hence, G is not isomorphic to U,(q), L,(q), or Sx(p) for 4 = 2” 3 4, a 
contradiction. The proof is complete. 
The proof of the next lemma is similar to the proof of Lemma 13.2 of [8]. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let T be a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. Suppose T E M*(G). Let 
M = M(T). Then there is a 2, 3-subgroup K of G such that 
(a) K$M; 
(b) K n M contains a Sylow 2-subgroup K, of K; 
(4 O,(K) = 1; 
(d) K, contains an involution i such that 
(1) CK2(i) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of C,(i), 
(2) CKz(i) contains an element of U(2), 
(3) G(i) G M; 
(e) If K, C MO C M and 1 MO I2 > 1 K, /, then MO E M*(G). 
Proof. Let @ be the set of elements U of U(2) with UC M. Let 9s be 
the set of all involutions i E M such that 
(a) C,(i) contains an element of %. 
(8 Co(i) $ M 
We first show that 9s # @. Suppose false. Choose U, E U(T), and set 
T,, = C,( U,,). Since U,, E U(T), it follows that C,(i) _C M for all i E TO+. 
On the other hand, since T E M*(G), we have N,(T) _C M. Hence, since 
M is not strongly embedded in G by Lemma 3.5, there is an involution 
j,, of M such that C,(jJ $ M. Let Mz be a Sylow 2-subgroup of C&j,). 
Choose m E M such that Mzm C T, and set j = jsm. Thus, as = Mzm is 
a Sylow 2-subgroup of C,(j) and C,(j) $ M. Hence, j # TO and fif, contains 
no element of %, since j $ 9s . By Lemma 5.38(a)(ii) of [7], C,(j) contains 
an element of U(2). Hence, l@s is not a Sylow 2-subgroup of C,(j). Let 
M3 be a 2-subgroup of C,(j) with 1 M3: li?is 1 = 2. Choose x E M3 - A&, 
so that x $ M. Hence, C,(X) contains no element of T,#. On the other hand, 
D(Mz) _C T,, and D(A?a) 4 M3, so we must have D(A&) = 1. Since 
ii?l’ n TO is of index 2 in A& , it follows that C,(x) n I@ = (j). Hence, 
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~‘@a is a four-group. This implies that 7’ is of maximal class, against 2 E 7~~ . 
We conclude that $a # @. 
Let 9 be the set of all Zsubgroups TI of M with the foollowing properties: 
(1) T; $ M*(G); 
(2) There is at least one involution t E Y0 such that Ti contains a 
Sylow 2-subgroup of CM(t). 
We argue that Y f @. Namely, choose i E J$ ) and let a, be a Sylow 
2-subgroup of C,(i). Since C,(i) e M, we get that YI E F. 
Let KP be an element of F of maximal order. Since T E M*(G), it fohows 
that Kz is not a Sylow 2-subgroup of M. Let ;4p = {K 1 KX C K E Sol(G), 
MgM). By d fi ‘t’ e m ion of ~7, we have Y f @. If KE .Y, the maximality 
of Kz guarantees that K2 is a Sylow 2-subgroup of K. Let r = (p 1 p is an 
odd prime, 9 contains a 2, p-group}. Thus, we have 71 # ds~ Choose p E TT 
and let be a 2, p-subgroup in Y of maximal order. Thus, K is a maximal 
2, p-subgroup of G which is not a Sylow 2, p-subgroup of G. 
By definition of F, there is t E Y0 such that CX,(t) is a Sylow 2-subgroup 
of CM(t). By the definition of X0 , we get that K, contains an element U E Bd. 
Thus, fd) holds. 
By Lemma 6.1(b) of 17’1, U centralizes O,(R), so O,(K) + I. Let K, = 
O,(K) and N = N&K,,) > K. Then O,(K) centralizes B;=, ~ Since K, C N 
and N is solvable, NE Y, so KS is a Sylow 2-subgroup of N. Hence, we 
have O,(N) C K, and so O,(N) 4 M and so O,(N) = I& . By Lemma 1~ 1, 
we have O,,(N) = 1. Since O,(K) centralizes Ba=, = O,(N) = O,*,,(N), we 
have G,(K) C O,,,,(N) and so O,(K) = I. ence, if p = 3, we are done. 
Suppose p 3 5. Then by Theorem I of [6], we have 
Since 1 N>&L)l, > 1 Kz 1 for L = Z(K,) and L = J(E%,), the maximality of 
K, forces KC M, against our construction. The proof is complete. 
We can now prove Theorem G. 
THEOREM C. Let G be a non-Abelian finite simple group all of whose 
2-local sufigrotipps are solvable. Assume that a Sylow 2-szlbgro~~ T of G possesses 
a normal elementary Abelian subgroup of order 3 8 aazd that T does not 
normaEke any nonidentity odd order subgroup of G. Then G does Rot possess 
a maximal Z-local subgroup M such that O,(M) is of symplectic type end O,(M) 
contains a charactektic cyclic subgroup Z of order 4. 
Pryooj~ Suppose false. Then G satisfies Hypothesis 3.1. By Lemma 3.4, 
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we have T E M*(G). Let K be the subgroup given in Lemma 3.6. Let 
K, = K n T. By Lemma 3.6d(l), we have Z(T) _C 2(0,(K)), and since 
[Z, T] c (i) C O,(K), 2 normalizes O,(K), and so by the choice of K, 
we have 2 c K, . Let V = V(ccl,(Z); K,). By maximality of K, , we get 
that I/ +I K. Hence, there is g E G such that X = Zg C K2, Xc O,(K). 
We assume without loss of generality that if K, _C K3 C K, then K3 C M. 
Thus, K = K2Q, Q is a 3-group, M n Q = D(Q), and if K,, = O,(K), 
then K,,Q/K$(Q) is a chief factor of K. 
Let X = (x), and let Q,, be a subgroup of Q minimal subject to 
(4 So e D(Q), 
(b) X normalizes K,,Q,, , 
(c) X does not centralize K,Q,/H. 
Let L = K,Q,X, L, = O,(L), and let Ml = &(Z(L,)) > G2,(Z(T)). Thus 
Q,, does not centralize Ml since Qa g M. Let M2 be a minimum normal 
subgroup of L which is not centralized by Qa. Since L,Q,/L,D(Q,) is a chief 
factor of L, it follows that Coo(M2) C D(Q,). We argue that 9 EL,. Suppose 
false. Then the minimum polynomial of x on M2 is a multiple of (x - 1)3. 
Hence, x does not centralize M, n C,(xz). But [x, M2 n CG(x2)] _C (x2), so 
x2 E M2 CL, . Hence, x2 ELM , so Q,, is cyclic. Since 9 E CG(M2), we get 
[M2, ~1 = (x2), so that 1 M2 1 = 4, D(Q,,) C C,(x2). Hence, x centralizes 
D(Q,), and x inverts L,D(Q,)/L, , so j Q. 1 = 3. Since x2 E Z(L1), we get 
[L, , x] = (x2). Hence, L, = CL1(Qo) x M2 . 
Now if C,l(Q,J = 1, then L, is a four-group, L, = K, = O,(K). From 
the properties of K, this would force T to be of maximal class. Since T 
is not of maximal class, CL1(QO) f 1. Suppose that Z C K,, . Then since 
Qa centralizes W(L,), we get QO C Co(;) = M. Hence, Z g K. , and so we 
may assume that Z = X. Since Z centralizes a subgroup of K,, of index 2, 
we get that Qa = Q, K = K,Q, and K2 = K,,(z). Let O,(M) n K, = A, 
and let R be an involution in Z(K). Thus, from the definition of K, we get 
that K, is a Sylow 2-subgroup of C,(R), so C,(K) n H C K2 where 
H = O,(M). Hence, H n K, II (i). Suppose H n CKO(Q) # 1. Then 
H n CKO(Q) n Z(K) contains an involution k, . Hence, C,(k,) n H C K, . 
Hence, H n C,(k,,) is Abelian, since H n C,(k,) = (H n C,(k,) n K,,)(z) 
and H n Co(&) n K,, is elementary. This is not the case, since the width 
of H is at least 2. Hence, H n CKO(Q) = 1. Let u = I’m E Z(K,). Thus, 
H n C,(U) _C N,(M,), so that H n C,(U) _C K, since K, is a Sylow 2-subgroup 
of N,(MJ, and z 6 H n C,(u), since [u, x] = 9 = i. Since H n CKo(Q) = I, 
and since H n C,(u) C K, , it follows that H n C,(U) is elementary of 
order 4. But m(H) > 5, so / H n C,(u)1 > 8. This contradiction completes 
the proof. 
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4. Tm PROOF OF THEOREM 
In this section we prove Theorem D. Let G be a finite simple group 
satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem A. En addition, suppose that G satisfies 
the following hypothesis. 
HYPoTHEsxs 4.1. (a) M is a maximal 2docal subgroup 0J G. 
(b) H = O,(M) is extra-special. 
Lemmas 4.2 through 4.12 are proved assuming Hypothesis 4.1. Some of 
these lemmas are similar to the lemmas used in the proof of Theorem 13.7 
of [8]> but many parts of their proofs are different. By Lemma 1.1, if N 
is any 2-local subgroup of G, then O,(N) = 1. In particular, we have 
o,Qbq = 1. 
L = O,(M), w = width of H, and T be a Sylow 2-subgroup of M. 
Let = D(H) = Z(H) = (i). S’ mce M is a maximai 2-Iocal subgroup 
and since (i) is normal in 1W, clearly we have ni2 = C,(i). Since O,(M) = I ) 
we have Z(T) C H, so (i) = Z(T) an d so NG(T) _C M. Hence T is a Sylow 
2-subgroup of G. Let 4 be the set of noncentral involutions of M. Since 
2E r4 ) we have w > 2. 
The proofs of Lemma 4.2 and Lemma 4.3 are the same as the proofs 
of Lemma 13.61 and Lemma 13.62, respectively, of [$I. 
LEMMA 4.2. If x ~9 and Hl = CH(x), then CG(Hl) = Z(Hl) = (i, x>~ 
LEMMA 4.3. If HI is any subgroup of index 2 iE r;f, then HI contains every 
invohtion of C,(H,), and C,(H,) is a two-group. 
LEMMA 4.4. Suppose that H is the centraE product ojf an even numbs 
oj quaterniolz groups and E is an elementary Abe&an subgrotip of H of order 2”, 
where zo is the width of H. Then we have that 1 C,(E): E I < 4. 
Pw$. Since H is the central product of an even number of quaternion 
groups, maximal Abelian normal subgroups of Ii are of type (4, 2,... w - I, 2) 
or (2,... w + 1, 2), and, hence, of order 2w+1. 
Suppose that / C,(E): E j > 4, and let A = (E, a) be a maximal 
Abelian normal subgroup of H containing E. Then / A / = 2w~1 and so 
1 C,(E): A 1 > 4. Let h, , h, E C,(E) - A sucks that h,h, f A. Then since 
A is maximal Abelian, [hl , a] # 1 and [h, , a] f 1. But then [h,h, , a] = 
[h, , a]“Ti2 , a] - i2 = 1, and so h,h, centralizes A, a contradiction. T 
proof is complete. 
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LEMMA 4.5. Suppose that M is a 2, 3-group. Let X be any nonidentity 
2-subgroup of G and suppose that p divides the order of No(X), p a prime. 
Then we have that p E (2, 3). 
Proof. Suppose p > 5 and p divides 1 Nc(X)I where / X / = 2% # 1. 
Since N = Nc(X) is a %-local subgroup of G, we have O,(N) = 1 by 
Lemma 1.1. Thus, p divides 1 A,(K)I, where K = O,(N). By Lemma 5.51 
of [7], T contains a normal subgroup T,, such that p divides [ A,(TJ. 
Since T _C No( T,,), we have that N,(T,,) contains an elementary p-subgroup 
P # 1 which is permutable with T. Let X* = TP, TX = 0,(X*). If 
H _C Tl , then i is the central involution of Tl so that X* _C M. This is not 
the case, since M is a 2, 3-group. Hence, H g Tl , but i E Tl since Tl C T, 
(i) = Z(T), and 0,(X*) = 1. 
Since T,H/T, g H/T, n H is elementary, by Lemma 1.2 we have that 
X* contains a subgroup P,, of order p which is permutable with T,H. Let 
T, = O,(T,HP,,). Then we have 1 HT,: T, 1 < 2 and / H: H n T, / < 2. 
By Lemma 4.3, J&(Z(T,)) has order at most 4, so is centralized by P,, , 
as p 3 5. Since i E Q,(Z(T,)), we have P,, C M, a contradiction since M is a 
2, 3-group. The proof is complete. 
The next lemma is rather long and involved. 
LEMMA 4.6. Suppose x E 9, HI = C,(x) and g E G - M. Then 
Hlg g M. 
Proof. Suppose false. Let Kl = Hlg C M. We assume without loss of 
generality that Kl C T. By Lemma 4.2, we have C,(H,) = (x, i). Set 
j = 6’ so that C,(K,) = (xg,j). Since iEZ(M), we get that ic (xg,j). 
Hence, Kl = (i) x K, , where Kz is extra-special of width w - 1. 
Suppose H n Kl = (i). Then H n K, = 1. By Lemma 5.13 of [7], we 
get w = 2. Since K, is faithfully represented on O,,,,(M)/H, it follows 
that A,(H) contains a Sylow a-subgroup of am(H). From the action of 
aut(H) on H, it follows that T does not normalize any elementary subgroup 
of H of order 8. On the other hand, 2 E 7riTq , so T contains a normal elementary 
subgroup F of order 8. Let F,, = F n H. If F,, = (i), then F stabilizes 
H 3 (i) 1 1. This is not the case since M/H is represented faithfully on 
H/H’. Hence, F,, is a four-group. Since T/H contains an elementary subgroup 
of order 4, by Lemma 1.2 we get that M/H contains a subgroup (b,) x (b,) 
with b, of order p, , p, an odd prime, n = 1,2. This forces H to be the 
central product of 2 quaternion groups and p, = 3, n = 1,2. Choose 
f E F - F, . If f normalizes each of the two quaternion subgroups of H, 
then since [H, f] _C F, , f induces an inner automorphism of each one, so 
f induces an inner automorphism of H. This is not the case, since f/H. 
Hence, f interchanges the two quaternion subgroups of H. This implies 
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that l[H, (f)]i = 8, against [H, F] CFo . This contradiction completes a 
proof that Kl n HI (i). 
Since (j) = (G) is the only minimal normal subgroup of Ka , and since 
lCK,nN-aK,, wegetjfH. 
Set E = Kl n H 1 (;,j). Since KJ(j) is elementary, K,IE is also 
elementary. Since D(E) _C (i) n (j) = I, E is elementary. Let I E ~ = 2”, 
i K,: E 1 = 21. Since j Hg: Kl 1 = 2, we have e +f = 2w. 
Let f = f(M) be the set of all noncentral involutions i1 of H such 
that ir kc i. Thus, j E 8. Suppose i1 = 9, y E G. Then C,(i,) = Mu and 
i I-p: CH(&)l = 2. By the preceeding argument, we get i E y, so i E 8”. This 
implies that C,y(;) _C AI, and / HY: C,y(i)i = 2. Let 9’ = ((tk, 6) 1 a wG b hG i 
and a E $(C,(b))}. By what we have just shown, 9 is symmetric. This 
symmetry is quite useful. 
Now we obtain some more information about Kr . Let B = 
be a subgroup ofF(M mod H) such that 
(a) / B, j = p, , an odd prime; 
(b) HB, admits Kr ; 
(c) C,JHB/H) = E. 
The existence of B is guaranteed by Lemma 1.2. For each subset A 
of AI, let 2 = AH/H. Let L, be the subgroup of Kr containing E such that 
E, = C%(F%), ! < n < f, so that / K,: L, / = 2. Let L” = l&ZnEm , and 
let D, = (L”, B, , H). Then D, is dihedral of order 2pPn, and if we set 
L=HBKr, thenE=D,x...~D~. Let Y=H/H’so that Vis a 
faithfulF,L-module. 
The above notation and set-up will be preserved throughout the remainder 
of this lemma. 
Case 1. e=w. Since e+f=2w, we have that e = f = 73. By 
Lemma 5.14 of [7], p, = 3 for all n. 
Since B is elementary of order 3” and B is represented faithfully on H, 
it follows that H is the central product of quaternion groups Q1 ,..., QW each 
of which admits B. 
Case la. w 3 3. First, we show that Hg n M = ICI. Suppose not. 
Then since Kl C M and 1 Hg: Kl / = 2, we have that HQ C M. Hence, H.Hg 
is a 2-subgroup of M whose center is contained in (i) IT (j) = I. This 
is impossible, so NY g M and so Hg n M = Kl . 
Suppose that B * = C,(j) f 1. Then B* C MB = C,(j), SO that 
[B*, KJ C Hg n HB = Kl n HE3 C N, 
against the fact that Kl has no nontrivial fixed points on HB/H. Hence, 
we have that CB(j) = I and HB n C,(j) C H. This fact will be very usefuul. 
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Nextweshowthatwisevenandsow34.Letj=q~...q,,q,EQ,. 
Since nmin Ce(Qm) is of order 3 for each n and since C,(j) = 1, we get 
that qn E Qn - (i) for each n. Since j is an involution, w is even, so w 3 4. 
Suppose H is the central product of PI and Pz , P, admits L for n = 1,2, 
and the following holds: 
(1) GPl) f 1; 
(2) KJE does not act faithfully on PJ(i). 
Since C,(j) = 1, we have that j 6 PI . Choose k E Kl - E with [Pz , Ii] C (i>. 
Such a choice is possible by (2). Then [H, k] _C PI , so [E, k] C PI n (j} = 1. 
Hence, k E C,,(E) and so by Lemma 4.4 applied to Hg, we have that 
I G,EW(~>)l < 4. 
We have that w is even. Suppose that w 3 6. By Lemma 5.14 of [7], 
we have that H is the central product of extra-special groups PI ,..., P, 
such that P, admits L = HBK, for n = l,..., s, and if w, is the width 
of pn 7 then w, < 2. If we let P* be the central product of PI ,..., P,-, , 
then H is the central product of P* and P, , and by Lemma 5.8 of [7], 
conditions (1) and (2) above are satisfied. Furthermore, since w, < 2, we have 
1 Cxl,,(Ps/(i))l 2 2w-2. Since w 3 6, we have / Cxl,,(P,/(i))/ >, 24. This 
is a contradiction since we must have 1 C,l,,(P,/(i))l < 4. Hence, w < 6, 
and since w is even and w 3 4, we have w = 4. 
Since w = 4, we have 1 E j = / K,/E 1 = 24 and 1 B 1 = 34. We now 
determine the subgroup E and the conjugate classes of involutions of H in L. 
Since B acts faithfully on H and does not act faithfully on any proper 
subgroup of H, {Qr , Qa , Qs , Q4} is the set of all quaternion subgroups of H 
which admit B. Hence, N,(B) permutes(Q, , Qa , Qs , Q4}. SinceL = HN,(B), 
we have that K1 permutes {Q1, Qa , Qa , Q4}. We can choose k E Kl such 
that k inverts B. Hence, k normalizes Qn for all n, and k induces outer 
automorphisms of each Qn . We can choose generators qnl , qnz of Qn such 
that q$ = qnz . Let Qn* = (qnlqna). Since k centralizes j = q1q2q3q4 , we 
get that qlw3q4 = q17cq2kq3kq4kj so qnk E Qn * for each n. Hence, j centralizes 
q = qllqzl since j does not centralize either qll or q2, . Hence, q E Mg so that 
[q, k] E Hg n H = E. Computing we get that [q, k] = qzq12q2;1q22 E E. To 
simplify notation, let a, = q;:qnz so that Qn* = (a,). Then we have shown 
that ala, E E and so (ala2 , i) = (ala2 , ala;‘) C E. By similar arguments 
we get that (anam, a,az) C E for 1 < n < m < 4. Since j E I = 16, we 
get E = (a,a, , anaG jl <n<m<4). Since jEE, we have that 
3 = a1a2a3a4 or a,a,a,a, , -i and so we may assume the notation is chosen 
so that j = a1a2a3a4. Note that j C s a,a,)I ( = 9 and that no element of B 
normalizes E. Since C,(B) = (i), we see that if e E E - (i,j), then 
C,(e) n C,(ej) = 1. 
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We can now compute the conjugate classes of involutions of under 
the action of HK,B with representatives We note first that for 
qzrn E E, anam wH a,a,i and a,a, -Jo 1 a, ce, the conjugate classes 
of E under the action of HK, are: 
Under the action of B, ala2 , ala,, and a,a, each have nine conjmugates 
in H and are not conjugate to each other. Hence, the conjugate classes 
Gw2>, ha31, and ha41 in H each have 36 involutions from H. Since 3 
does not divide / C’,(j)], j does not lie in any of the above classes under 
the action of L. Under the action of B, j has 81 conjugates, and so the class 
(j> has 162 involutions from H. Hence, the classes (a,a,>, (a1a3j, (alu4), (j>, 
and (i! in H under the action of L account for 271 distinct involutions, 
which an easy computation shows are all of the involutions in H. 
From the action of B on H, we have that B = B,* x ... x B4*, where 
B,* G Cs(Qm) form # n and [H, B,*] = [Qn , B,*] = Qn ~ 
Next we show that M is a 2, 3-group. Let C be a Sylow 2’-subgroup of 
F(Mmod H) which contains B. Since Q1 = CH(B2* x B,* x -B,*), Qi 
admits C,(B), and hence admits O,(C) since C is nilpotent, and so O,,(C) 
centralizes Q1 . Similarly we get that Qn is centralized by O,(C) for 
n = 2, 3,4, and, hence, H is centralized by O,(C). This forces O,(C) = 1. 
Hence, C is a 3-group since C is nilpotent. Then since ~ B / = 34 and since 
36 does not divide the order of aut(H), we have that i C / = 35 or 3”. From 
the structure of aut(N) we get that C,(B) = B and i C/D(C)1 < 34. By the 
Frattini argument, we have that M = iv,(C)U. Gomparing the orders of 
GL(8,2), GL(4, 3), and GL(3, 3), we see that if p divides 1 M /, then 
p E (2, 3, 51, for p a prime. Hence, it will suffice to show that 5 does not 
divide / N,(C)]. Suppose x ENS and / x j = 5. Then / C/D(C)] = 3”, 
and so we have that C = B from the structure of But(H). Mence, we have 
that x acts irreducibly on B. If p = jb for some b E B, then pbel = j, and 
so an element in NM(C) of order 5 centralizes j, and so we may assume that x 
centralizes j. IIence, x E Mg and so [E, X] C Ho n H = E, so that x nor- 
malizes E. ut then x centralizes E since 1 E j = 16 and x centralizes (I,j), 
But then x normalizes CB(ala2) which is of order 9, a contradiction to x 
acting irreducibly on B. Then by our results on the conjugate classes of s6, 
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since p f jb for any b E B, we must have that p wM e where e E E - (i, j) 
so that j wM e. But j C,(e)]s 3 9 and / C,(j)ls < 3, a contradiction. This 
completes a proof that M is a 2,3-group. 
Now we show that there is an element x in N,(E) of order 3”, n > 1 
such that [E, x] = (i, j). Let X = (H, HQ). Since E 4 H and E u Hg, 
we have that X Z N,(E). Since M is a 2, 3-group, by Lemma 4.5 we have 
that if p divides / X 1, then p E (2, 3}, p a prime. If X is a %-group, then 
Z(X) _C (i) n (j) = 1. Hence, 3 divides 1 X j. Since X is not a 2-group, 
X g M. Moreover, 2 does not divide 1 X: X n M / since a Sylow 2-subgroup 
of X n M has (i) for its center. Hence, 3 divides / X: X n M /. Let 
xEX-XnMwith ]~I=3~,n>l.Since(i,j)dX, wehave that 
x normalizes (i, j) but does not centralize it. Since [E, H] = (i) and 
[E, Hg] = (j), an easy commutator computation shows that [e, x] C (i, j) 
for all e E E. In particular, since E = [E, x] x CE(x), we have shown that i 
is conjugate to j in C,(e) for some e E E - (i, j). 
We now use the information available to obtain a final contradiction and 
therefore show that the case e = w 3 3 cannot occur. Choose e E E - (i, j) 
such that for some x E Co(e), i” = j and [E, x] = (i, j). Let B* = C,(e), 
then I B* I = 9 and B* = B,* x B, * for some n, 112, 1 < n < m < 4. 
Let C* = C,(e). Let ? be a Sylow 2-subgroup of C* n M, and let T* 
be a Sylow 2-subgroup of C* which contains 7. Let T** be a Sylow 
2-subgroup of G which contains T”, and let i* be the central involution 
of T”“. 
Suppose i* = i. Then p = T* is a Sylow 2-subgroup of C*. By 
Lemma 4.2, we have Z(T*) = (i, e). Hence, since O,(C*) = 1 by 
Lemma 1.1, we have iE Z(O,(C*)), and so P = je 2(0&C*)). Since 
B* _C C*, jb E Z(O,(C*)) for all 6 E B*. This implies that [j, jb] = 1 for all 
b E B*. Since B,* _C B* for some n, we may assume that B,* _C B* and that 
[j, jbl] = 1 for b, E B,*#. Since [H, b,] = Q1 , we have jbl = (a1a2u3u4)b1 =
a,*a,a,a, where a,* f a, and [a, , al*] = i. Hence [j, jbl] = [a,a,a,a, , 
a,*a,a,a,] = [a, , al*] = i, a contradiction. 
Suppose i* f i. Then i* E Z(F) = (e, i) by Lemma 4.2 so that i* = e 
or ei. Since e wH ei, we have that e wG i and so e = % for some y E G 
and C* = My. By our remarks about $(M), we have that i E HY. Since 
j = ix where x E C*, then j E HY, and so E* = (e, j, i} 4 HY. Since x 
normalizes (i, j>, we also have that x normalizes E*. Furthermore, E* 4 H 
so that we have (Hu, H, x) _C N,(E*). Under the action of x, E* has 
. . . . 
the following conjugate classes: {z,J, q}, {ie, je, ijej, and {e}. In HY we 
have that ie N i, and in H we have that ie N e, so that all involutions 
of E* are conjugate in N,(E*). Th is implies that 7 divides j N,(E*)I. 
However, since M is a 2, 3-group, this is impossible by Lemma 4.5. This 
contradiction completes the proof that case la cannot occur. 
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Case lb. w < 2. The proof that case lb does not occur is the same 
as in case lb of Lemma 13.63 of [8]. 
Case 2. e f w. Since f # w, by Lemma 5.8 of [9], we have j < w, 
so that e > w. By hypothesis, e f w, so e 3 w + I. On the other hand, 
N is of width w, and E is an elementary subgroup of N of order 2”. exe, 
e < w + 1, so that e = w + 1, f = w - I. Since N contains an elementary 
subgroup of order P”+l, El is the central product of w dihedral groups. 
Case 2a. w = 2. The proof that case 2a does not occur is the same 
as in case 2a of Lemma 13.63 of [8]. 
Case 2b. w = 3 and B is a 3-group. The proof that case 20 does not 
occur is the same as in case 2b of Lemma 13.63 of [S]. 
Case 2~. w = 3 and B is not a 3-group. The proof that case 2c does not 
occur is the same as in case 2c of Lemma 13.63 of [$]. 
Case 2d. w > 4. 
Case 2d(l). V is an irreducible z-module where Y = H’ and 
L = HBK, and E = L/H. First, we show that w = 4. We have that 
E=Dl x ... xB,,whereD,=(t,, h,J is dihedral of order 2pn , $n an 
odd prime, and 1 t, 1 = 2, [ 6, 1 = p, . Sincee acts faithfully and irreducibly 
on V, we must have C,(&,) = 1 for n = I,..., w - 1 and so dim CV(&J = 
2~12. We then proceed inductively acting on C,(&) with Da x ... x D,-, . 
that 2w is di&ii!le by 2 
Then dim C, (%, tz) = 2~1212. Continuing this process we eventually get 
w - l. Hence, 2w = O(mod 2”-l). Since w > 4, we 
must have w = 4. 
We now determine some information about L. y Lemma 5.15 of [7], 
we have that I B 1 = 33. Let V = V, x ... x V, ) where each Vn is an 
irreducible E-group. Let B, = C,(VJ, V, = Q%/(i). Thus, 1 B:B, j = 3 
and 1 k/,: = 4, while KI permutes transitively (VI , Vz ) Va , V,> and 
B3 , BJ. Furthermore, Qn g Qm. for all PZ, m and Q, is quaternion 
or elementary. 
Suppose B, = B, . Then B, = B, , so that ,nB, f 1, and B,nB, 
centralizes H. This is impossible, so B, = B, implies n = m. Hence, 
Q2n = C,,(B,), so that Q2n is quaternion and Ei is the central product of 
Q1,Q22,Q23,Q24.Also, jB,nB,I =3forallr,,m, 1 <n<m<4. 
Ifj E QnQm for n #m,thenBnM~>B,nB,fl,sothat 
[B,nBB,,KJ~HgnHB~H. 
This is not the case, so if 1 < n < m < 4, then j #QnQm. ence 
j = qIqaq3q4, qn EQ~ and at least three of qI , q2 , q3 , and q4 are of order 4. 
Since j is an involution, we get qn EQn - (i) for all n. 
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Since Kl = (i) x K, , where K2 is the central product of three dihedral 
groups, K, contains a subgroup K3 such that K3 is elementary of order 8 
and KS n E = 1, Kl = EK, . Let k be the uniquely determined involution 
of K3 such that k inverts B. Hence, we have that k normalizes Qn for each 72. 
Thus, Q2n has generators q121 , qnz with & = qmz . Since k centralizes 
.i = w2q3q4 , k inverts qn for all n. Interchanging qnl and qn2 if necessary, 
we may assume that qn = qn1qn2 for all n. Suppose n + m. Thenj centralizes 
4n14m1 9 so kn14m1 9 k] E Ho n H = E. Hence, 
G;&+wzmlk = q-!-$ q ml nl RZ m2 = 4dn1%24?nz = 4n14n24?dm2 GE 
for all 72, m, n f m. 
We now determine possibilities for E. To simplify notation, we let 
6% = qnl , a,* = qn2 , and a, = qn1qn2 . Then j = a1a2a3a4 and we have 
anam E E for all n, m, n f m. In particular, under the action of HK, these 
elements fall into the following conjugate classes: 
l aa I 2yala2p -’ a a a a-‘] 3 4, 3 4 
i a2a3 , a2G1, ala4 , ala;‘> 
( +a4 , a2G1, ala3 , a& 
{j = ala2a3a4 , ji = a,a,a,a,l} 
{iI 
Since E is elementary Abelian of order 25, by an easy computation we 
see that E = (E*, ZiG2G3C4) or E = (E*, al*&T3C4) where E* is the subgroup 
of order 16 generated by anam , for all n, m, n f m. 
If E = (E*, ~@~2rz,~4), we get the following additional conjugate classes 
of E under the action of HK,: 
i d,E2a”,Z4 , iZld2a”3a”~1, a,*a a3 a, , 1 2 3 4 
* * * a *a *a *a*-l } 
{iZla2*ii3a4*, a”,a,*ii,az-l, a1*Z2a3*iT4 , a,*cZ,a~-%,) 
{iila,*a3*G4 , ~la2*a,*-1ii4 , al*a”2~3a4*, a,*d2LT3at-l} 
{ a, 
* *-- a2 a,a, , a,*a,*-1a”3ii4 , a”,~,a,*a,*, Z’lli2a3*a~-1}. 
If E = (E”, al*E$3ii4), we get the following additional conjugate classes 
of E under the action HK,: 
l a, 
*- 1 I a2a3a4 , a,*a”2d3d;1, ii a,“a,*a,*, Lila,*a3*a~-1} 
(a,*a,*a”,a,*, a,*a2*a”3a~-1, Lild,a3*Z4 , a”,a”,a,“ii,l) 
l a,*a,*a3*G4 , al*a,*a3*~~1, d&i3a4*, iZld,B3a~-1) 
(lilaz*ii3iT4 , Zla,*$&l, a,*iT2a3*a4*, a,*S2a3*a,*-1} 
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Now that we have determined the two possibilities for E, some easy 
computations yield the following result: If E = (i, j) x II? for some subgroup 
B of E, then anam E B or ana;’ E IT for some n, m, n # m. This result will 
be quite useful. 
Next we show that F(M mod H) is a 2, 3-group. y our construction 
we have B CF(Mmod H). Let C be a Sylow 2’-subg up of F(M mod H) 
which contains B. Since Qn = C,(B,), Qn admits C,(B). Since C is nilpotent, 
Qll. admits O,(C), and, hence, O,(C) centralizes Qn for all n, and so O,(C) 
centralizes H. This forces O,(C) = 1, and so C is a 3-group since C is 
nilpotent. 
We now have two possibilities to consider, either C,( 
B c C,(B). 
5MXase 1. C,(B) = B. First, we show that B = C and soF(M mod H) = 
. Suppose B C C. Then / C j = 34 or 3j. Suppose first that ! C j = 35. 
n from the structure of the automorphism group of H, we have that 
Z(C) is elementary Abelian of order 9. Further since B = C,( 
we have that Z(C) C B. Also, since CH(Z(C)) is -in-variant, we h 
CH(Z(C)) = (i). Choose z E Z(C)* such that Cx(c) 3 (i). Since (c> is not -- 
&-invariant because of V being an irreducible K&-module, then Z(C) = 
(c, P) for some k* E Kr - H. Hence, since &IK(Z(C)) = (;), CH(c) has 
width at most 2. Then since C,(c) admits C, we must have that C’ centralizes 
C,(c). Since H = (C,(c) j c E Z(C)+), we get that C’ = 1. This is not the 
case. Hence, we must have / C / = 34. 
Now the same argument as above forces j Z(C)/ = 3, and so since C 
is not extra-special, we must have / C/D(C)/ < 9. But KI is elementary 
Abelian of order 8 and acts faithfully on C/D(C), a contradiction. This 
completes the proof that B = C, and, hence, MB = F(M mod I-9). 
Now we show that A4 is a 2, 3-group and a SySow 3-subgroup of M has 
order 27 or 81. By comparing the orders of GL(3, 3) and GI,(X, 2), we see 
that M is a 2, 3-group. Suppose for some b E B+ that C&b) had width 
greater than or equal to 3. Then since V is an irreducible K&Z-module, 
we would get that i? = (b, bkl, ih) for some k, , k, E Kl D This forces 
C&B) 3 (i). Since this is not possible, we have that C,(b) has width at 
most 2 for all b E B+. From the order of aut(H) we see that a Sylo -subgroup 
of M has order 27, 81, or 243. Since HB = F(M mod H), is norma! 
in a Sylow 3-subgroup P of H. Suppose 1 P j = 35. Then from the :structure 
of aut(H), we have 1 Z(P)] = 9 and since B = F(M), Z(P) C B. Since 
C,(p) has width at most 2 for p E Z(P) and since C&) admits P forp E Z(P), 
we must have that P’ centralizes C&p). S ince Z(P) is elementary of order !I$ 
H = (C&p) i p E Z(P)#), and so P’ = 1. This is not the case, so I P i = 3” or 34. 
Now we show that there is an element x in NG(E) of order 3nP 1z >, 1 
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such that [E, x] = (i, j). Let X = <H, Hg). Since E 4 H and E 4 Hg, 
we have that XC N,(E). Since M is a 2,3-group, by Lemma 4.5 we have 
that if p divides 1 X /, then p E (2, 3}, p a prime. If X is a 2-group, then 
Z(X) _C (i) n (j) = 1. Hence, 3 divides the order of X. Since X is not 
a 2-group, X $ M. Moreover, 2 does not divide 1 X: X n M 1 since a Sylow 
2-subgroup of X n M has (i) for its center. Hence, 3 divides 1 X: X n M I. 
Let XEX-XnM with 1x1 =3”, n>l. Since (i,j)aX, we have 
that x normalizes (i,j) but does not centralize it. Since [E, H] = (i) and 
[E, Hg] = (j), an easy commutator computation shows that [e, x] C (i,j) 
for all e E E. In particular, since E = [E, ~1 x &(x), we have shown that 
i is conjugate to j in C,(e) for some e E E - (i,j). 
Let e = a,a, . Suppose there exists y E C,(e) n C,(i) n C,(j) with 
I y / = 3. Then y E M and so let P be a Sylow 3-subgroup of M containing y. 
Then p = PHIH 1 i? since B = F(M) and so B C PH. Let P* be a Sylow 
3-subgroup of PH containing B, then HP = HP* and y = hp*, h E H, 
p* E P*, p* f 1. Then jhp* = j so that (jh)p* = j. Since p* centralizes i 
and since jh E (i, j), we have that p* normalizes (i, j) and, hence, centralizes 
(i, j). Similarly, p* centralizes (i, e) so that p* E C,(e) n C,(i) n C,(j). 
Since C,(j) = 1, p* E P* - B, and so since a Sylow 3-subgroup of M 
is of order 27 or 81, we have that j P* 1 = 81. Then B 4 P* and since 
B = F(M), we have C,,(B) = B. Then P*/B acts faithfully on the set 
{Qi , Qs , Qs , Q4} since if not, then P* normalizes each Qn and then 
P*’ _C Cp*(Qn) for each n. But then P*’ C Cp*(H) = 1, a contradiction. 
Hence, p* normalizes one of the Qn and permutes the other three, and so 
ep* = (u1u2)p* +QrQs . Hence p* # C,(e), a contradiction. We have shown 
that 3 does not divide I C,(e) n C,(i) n C,(j)1 where e = urus . 
Let e = urus . We will show that C,(e) = B, n B, , C,(B, n B,) = Q1Q2 
and [H, B, n B,] = QsQ4 . From the remarks about the action of B on H, 
we have that B, = Cs(Qr), B, = Cs(Q,) and B* = B, n B, = C,(Q,QJ 
is of order 3. Hence, we have C,(e) > B*. If b E C,(e), then b normalizes 
Q1 and Qs and (ur~s)~ = qua forces b to centralize a, and us , and so b 
centralizes Qr and Qs . Hence, we have 6 E B* and so C,(e) = B*. 
We now show [Qs , B*] = Qs . Since B* normalizes Qa , we have 
[Qs, B*] = Qa or 1. Suppose [Qa, B*] = 1, then B* _C CB(Q3) so that 
B* C B, n B, n B, , and in fact, we have C,(B*) = QlQ2Q3 since B* ~- 
cannot centralize H. Since K,B acts irreducibly on H/H’, there exists -- - 
k, E Kl - H such that (B*, B*kl) 3 B*. Since K, permutes (Qr , Qz , Qs , Q4}, - - 
we get C,(B*“l) = QpQ$Q?, and so CH(B*) n CH(B*kl) >QnQm , for 
some n, m, 1 < 1z < m < 3. Hence, again by irreducibility we must have -. - 
i? = (B”, Bskl, B*kz), and CH(B) = C,(B”) n CH(B*lel) n CH(B*k2) 3 Qn 
for some n, 1 < n < 3. This is impossible. Hence, [Qa , B*] = Qa , and 
a similar proof gives that [Q4, B*] = Q4 so that [H, B*] > Q3Q4. From 
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the previous argument we see that C,(B*) = Q&2 ) and since H/M’ is 
elementary, we must have [H, B*] = Q3Q4 . 
We now use the information available to obtain a final contradiction 
and therefore show that subcase 1 of case 2.d(I) cannot occur. We have 
shown that there exists x E N,(E) such that / x 1 = 3”, n > 1, i” = j, and 
E = (i, j) x C,(X). From our remarks about IX, we see that there exists 
e E CE(sc) such that e = anam for some n, m, I < n < m < 4. We may 
assume without loss of generality that e = _a,a, . Then B” = Ca(e) = 
B, n B, is of order 3. Let C* = C,(e). Let T be a Sylow 2-subgroup of 
C* n M and let T* be a Sylow 2-subgroup of C* which contains 7. Let 
T** be a Sylow 2-subgroup of G which contains T”, and let i* be the central 
involution of T**. 
Suppose i* = i. Then I” = T* is a Syiow 2-subgroup of @“. 
Lemma 4.2, we have Z(T*) = (i, e). Hence, since O,(C+) = 1 by 
Lemma 1.1, we have i E Z(O,(C*)), and so j = i” E Z(O,(C*)) since x E C*. 
Then (i,j, e) C Z(O,(C*)). Let Z = J’&(Z(O,(C*))j. Let P be a Sylow 
3-subgroup of C* which contains B*. Then since 116 is a 2, 3-group, by 
Lemma 4.5 we have that C* = T”P. Since ix = j, and x = tp with t E T”, 
e have that j = itP = (3)” = ip since T* C M. If p E N,(B*), then 
C C,(i), B* = B*P _C C,(i)p = C,(j) which is a contradiction to 
Hence, we may assume that B* is not normal in P ar,d so 1 P 1 3 j3. 
Since (e, i,j) C Z, we have Cp(Z) = 1 so that P is represented faithfully 
on [Z, P]. Hence, l[Z, P]i > 2’j and since e E Ca(P), i Z j > 27. Since Z is 
elementary Abelian and Z n H Q H, we have that I Z n 1 < 25 smce 
is of width 4. Since B = F(M/H) is of order 33, by Lemma 1.2 we have 
that I ZH/H j < 23. Hence, we have / 2 / < 2*. We then have two possi- 
bilities to consider, either / Z 1 = 27 or j Z j = 28. 
Suppose that i Z 1 = 27. We have that P is non-Abelian of order 33 or 34, 
C,(P) = (e), and 1 Z* / = 2’j, where Z* = [Z, P]. First we show that 
i, j E Z*. Suppose not. Then since Z* is P-invariant and ip =j for some 
p E P, we have i, j 6 Z*. But by an argument similar to the above, since x 
normalizes (i, j) and C = T*P, we get that in* = ;j for some p* E P, and 
ije Z* since i Z: Z* 1 = 2. This is impossible unless i E Z*. ence, we 
have that i, j E Z*. Now consider I-I* = H n .Z*. Then have that B* 
normalizes N*, i, j E H*, and e $ H* since e $Z*. Since is elementary 
Abelian, N* = C,,(B*) x [H”, B*] and ie C,,( *)+ Since B” = C,(a,a,), 
we have C&B*) 2QrQa and [H*, B*] CQ8Q4. Since j E H” and 
j = apa2a3a4 , we must have j = h,h, with h, E 
But then h, = a1u2 or a,a;‘, and so h, = e or 
and e E (i, h,) so e E H*. This contradiction shows that j Z / = 2’ cannot 
occur. 
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Suppose that j 2 1 = 2s. Since e E C,(P), we have 1 Z* 1 < 2’, and from 
the action of a three-group on an elementary group of order 2’, we get 
j 2” 1 < 26. Since we already have 1 2” j > 2”, we have I 2” / = 2” and 
I C,(P)] = 22. As in the case ( 2 1 = 2’, we show that i,j~ 2”. If not, 
then as above, i, j $ Z *. Since we have that i” = j for some p E P, then 
(Z*i)p = Z*j. However, since C,(P) covers Z/Z*, we have that (Z*i)p = Z*i 
so that Z*i = Z*j and so ij E 2 *. But there exists p* E P such that i”* = ;j, 
a contradiction. Hence we have that i, j E Z* and we arrive at a contradiction 
as in the case j 2 1 = 27. 
Since we have shown that neither I 2 I = 27 nor 28 can occur, then the 
case i* = i can not occur. 
Suppose i* # i. Then i* E Z(F) = (e, i) by Lemma 4.2 so that i* = e 
or ei. Since e wH ei, we have that e wG i, and so e = iu for some y E G 
and C* = My. By our remarks about $(M), then i E Hg. Since j = ix 
where x E C*, then j E Hg and so E* = (e, j, i) d Hy. Since x normalizes 
(i, j), we also have that x normalizes E *. Furthermore, E* 4 H so that 
we have (HY, H, x) _C N,(E*). Under the action of x, E* has the following 
conjugate classes: {i, ij, j>, {ie, je, ije}, and (e>. In Hg we have that ie N i, 
and in H we have that ie - e, so that all involutions of E* are conjugate 
in N,(E*). This implies that 7 divides j N,(E*)I which is impossible by 
Lemma 4.5. Hence the case i* # i can not occur. This completes the proof 
that subcase 1 of case 2.d(l) cannot occur. 
Subcase 2. B C C,(B). First we show that B* = C,-(B) is elementary 
of order 34. From the structure of GL(8,2) we see that B* is Abelian of 
order 34. Suppose B* is not elementary Abelian, then B* contains a cyclic 
subgroup P of order 9. From our remarks about the action of B on H, we 
have that C,(B,) = Qn where B, = Ce(Qn). But P normalizes B, , so P 
normalizes Qn for each n. Since Qn is quaternion, [ P/C,(QJl < 3 for each n. 
But P contains a unique subgroup P* of order 3, and so P* _C CP(Q,J for 
each n, and so P* centralizes H, a contradiction. Hence, B* is elementary 
Abelian of order 34. 
Next we show that C,,(j) = 1. Since K1 = (i) x Ka , where K, is the 
central product of three dihedral groups, K2 contains a subgroup K3 such 
that Ka is elementary of order 8 and Ks n E = 1, K1 = EK, . Let K be 
the uniquely determined involution of K3 such that k inverts B. We assume 
without loss of generality that k inverts B. Since C,,(B) = C,(B) x (i), 
K normalizes B*. If c E B* n C,(h), then c normalizes Qn and [Qn , k?] 
for each n, so c centralizes each Qn , so c = 1. Hence, k inverts B*. In 
particular, [& , 61 f 1 for any b E B*#. If b E C,,(j), then 
[K,,b]_CHCnHg=HCnK,CH, 
so that [Er , 61 = 1, a contradiction. Hence, we have C,,(j) = 1. 
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We can now compute the conjugate classes of involutions of under 
the action of HK,B* with representatives from @* where E* is the subgroup 
of E of order 16 generated by a,a, , n # m. We already have that under 
the action of HK, , these elements fall into the following classes: 
Since C,,(H) = 1, we have that C&a,a,) has order 9 for n # an. Nence, 
under the action of B*, we have that ara, , ala3 , and aLa4 each have nine 
conjugates in H and are not conjugate to each other. Mence, the conjugate 
classes (ups}, (alu3}, and {a1u4} each have 36 distinct involutions from N. 
Since 3 does not divide j CwK,&)/, j does not lie in any of these classes. 
Under the action of B*, j has 81 conjugates, and so the class (j} has 162 
distinct involutions from H. Hence, the classes (alaB), {a,a,>, {a+~~), (JJ~ 
and (-1 account for 271 distinct involutions from B’ which an easy computation 
shows are all of the involutions in H. 
Now we show that M is a 2, 3-group. Since we have C = B* or 6;‘ is 
non-Abelian of order 35, we have that 1 C/D(C)1 < 3*. Comparing the 
orders of GL(8, Z), GL(4, 3), and GL(3, 3), we see that if p divides 1 A2 1, 
then p E (2, 3, 51, p a prime. Since M = N,(C)H, it will suflice to show 
that 5 does not divide / NM(C)l. 
Suppose that x E NM(C), 1 x / = 5. Then 1 C/D(C)i = 34 and x acts 
irreducibly on C/D(C). If C is of order 35, then 1 Z(C)1 = 9 and Z(C) is 
x-invariant, a contradiction. Hence, we must have that (3 = B* is elementary 
Abelian of order 34. If p = jc for some c E C, then PC-” = j, and so some 
element of order 5 centralizes j, and we may assume that it is X. exe, 
x E M” and so Ex 2: Hg r\ H = E, so that x normalizes E. Since / x 1 = 5, 
j E i = 32, and since x centralizes (;,j), x must centralize E. But then x 
normalizes CG(a,a,) n C which is of order 9, a contradiction to x acting 
irreducibly on C. So we may assume that p # jc for any c E C. From our 
information on the conjugate classes of involutions in H, we get thatj” miil & 
where e = alaa , ala3 , or ala4 . But 9 divides j CM(e)~ and 9 does not divide 
/ C&j)i, a contradiction. This completes a proof that M is a 2, 3-group. 
Since M is a 2, 3-group, by the same method used in subcase 1, we get 
that there exists an element x E N,(E) with I x 1 = 3”, 12 >, 1 such that 
[E, X] = (Z,j). In particular, x E C,(e) for some e E E - (i,j)* 
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We now use the information available to obtain a final contradiction 
and, therefore, show that subcase 2 of case 2.d(l) cannot occur. Since B* 
is elementary Abelian of order 34 normalizing Qn for each n, we have that 
B” = B,” x ... x B,* where [H, B,*] = Qn . In particular, [Qn , B,*] = Qn 
and [sm., B,*] = 1 f o m f n. We have shown that there exists x E No(E) r 
such that 1 x 1 = 3”, n 3 1, ix = j, and E = (i,j) x C,(X). From our 
remarks about E, we see that there exists e E C,(x) such that e = anam 
or a,~,’ for some n, nz, 1 < n < m < 4. We may assume without loss of 
generality that e = a,a, . Then B = CB*(e) = B,* x B,*. Let C* = C,(e). 
Let F be a Sylow 2-subgroup of C* n M, and let T* be a Sylow 2-subgroup 
of C* which contains F. Let T ** be a Sylow 2-subgroup of G which contains 
T*, and let i* be the central involution of T**. 
Suppose i* = i. Then F = T* is a Sylow 2-subgroup of C”. By 
Lemma 4.2, we have Z(T*) = (i, e). Hence, since O,(C*) = 1 by 
Lemma 1.1, we have i E Z(O,(C*)) and so i” = j E Z(O,(C*)) since x E C*. 
Since &? _C C*, we have j” E Z(O,(C*)) for all b E B so that [j,jb] = 1 for 
6 E B. Let 1 + 6, E B,*. Since [H, b,] = Q4, we have jb4 = (~~uauau~)~4 = 
a,a,a,q where q E Q4 - (u4) and [a4 , q] = i. Hence, 
a contradiction. Hence the case i* = i cannot occur. 
Suppose i* # i. Then i* E Z(p) = (e, i) by Lemma 4.2, so that e wG i, 
e = ill, and so C* = My. By our remarks about $(M), then i E l?. Since 
j = ix where x E C*, then j E HY and so El = (e, i, j) CI H’J. Since [E, x] = 
(i, j), we also have that x normalizes El . Furthermore, El 4 H so that 
we have (HY, H, x) _C NG(E1). Under the action of x, El has the following 
conjugate classes: {i, j, ij}, {e}, and {ie, je, ije}. In HY we have that ie N i 
and in H we have that ie N e, so all involutions of El are conjugate in NG(EI). 
This implies that 7 divides the order of No(&), which is impossible by 
Lemma 4.5 since M is a 2, 3-group. Hence, the case i* f i cannot occur. 
This completes the proof that subcase 2 cannot occur, and so completes 
the proof that case 2.d(l) cannot occur. 
Case 2d(2). I’ = H/H’ is a reducible E-module, and z acts faithfully 
on no proper submodule of V. The proof that case 2d(2) cannot occur is 
the same as case 2d(2) of Lemma 13.63 of [8]. 
Case 2d(3). Y is a reducible E-module and z acts faithfully on some 
proper submodule of V. The proof that case 2d(3) cannot occur is the same 
as case 2d(3) of Lemma 13.63 of [8] an d completes the proof of this lemma. 
LEMMA 4.7. We have that HE M*(G). 
The proof is the same as the proof of Lemma 13.64 of [8]. 
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LEMMA 4.8. (a) W h e ave that (i) is weakly closed in H. 
(b) We have that w 3 3. 
Proof. (a) Suppose ig = j E H, g E G - M. Eet HI = CH(j). Then 
Ii, c MS = C&), so Hf-’ C M. Since g-l E G - n/r, Lemma 4.6 gives a 
contradiction. 
(b) The proof of (b) . IS similar to the proof of Lemma 13.65(b) of [S]. 
The proofs of Lemma 4.9 through 4.12 are the same as the proofs of 
Lemmas 13.66-13.69, respectively, of [$I. 
LEMMA 4.9. Suppose g E G - M. Then one of the following kolds: 
(a) 1 HQ: HQ n M / > 4, 
(b) ‘H:HnMQj >4, 
(c) H n Mg does not normalize HQ n M, 
(d) HQ n M does not normalize H n Ms. 
LEMMA 4.10. Suppose x E 9. Let HI = C,(x). Then the follow&g holds: 
(a) HI does not normalize any nontrivial odd order subgroup of 6. 
(b) I& E M”(G). 
LEMMA 4.11. We have that H is a T.I. set in G. 
LEMMA 4.12. We have that M does not contain an elementary subg~roup E
of order 2U2 such that 
(a) EnH=l 
(b) C,(e) = C,(E)for all e E Eg. 
We can now prove Theorem D. 
THEOREM D. Let G be a non-Abelialz finite simple group all of whose 
Z&local subgroups aye solvable. Assume that a Sylow 2-subgroup T of G possesses 
a normal elementary Abelian subgroup of order > 8 and that T does not 
normalize any nonidentity odd order subgroup of G. Then G does not possess 
a maximal 2-local subgroup M such that O,(M) is extra-special. 
Proof. Suppose false. Then G satisfies Hypothesis 4.1. We use the 
preceeding notation. By a result of Glauberman 121, there is g E G - M 
such that j = iQ E M. First, suppose C&) contains an element k of order 4. 
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Then k E Ms. Also, [C,,(i), k] C H n Hg = 1. Let FE SCN(Hg) be chosen 
so that F admits k. An easy computation shows that such an F can be 
chosen. Then F,, = 52,(F) is elementary of order > 2”. Since CF0(k2) = 
CFO(k), we get that i = k2 centralizes F,, . Let E be an elementary subgroup 
of F, of order 2w. Then E C M, and E n H = 1. If e E E#, then by 
Lemma 4.10(b), C,(e) C Ms. Hence, [CH(e), E] C H n Hg = 1. This 
violates Lemma 4.12. Hence, C,(j) is elementary. Let V = H/H’. Since V 
is elementary of order 22w, we have [ C,(j)1 3 2”, so 1 C’,(j)1 > 2w. Let 
E, be a subgroup of C,(j) of order 2”, and let E = E$l. Since E, C Mg, 
we have E C M. If E n H # 1, then since E _C Hg-‘, by Lemma 4.11 we 
get H = Hg-I, g E M, against our choice of g. Hence, we have E n H = 1. 
If e E E#, then by Lemma 4.10, C,(e) C MQ-l. Hence, 
[CH(e), E] C H n Hg-l = 1. 
This violates Lemma 4.12. The proof is complete. 
5. THE PROOF OF THEOREM A 
It is now easy to prove Theorem A using Theorems B, C, and D. 
THEOREM A. Let G be a non-Abe&an Jinite simple group all of whose 
2-local subgroups aye solvable. Assume that a Sylow 2-subgroup T of G possesses 
a normal elementary Abelian subgroup of order 3 8 and that T does not 
normalize any nonidentity odd order subgroup of G. Then G does not possess 
a maximal 2-local subgroup M such that O,(M) is of symplectic type. 
Proof. Suppose false. Then by a result of P. Hall (see Satz 13.10 of 
Huppert [5, p. 357]), O,(M) is the central product of a cyclic group and an 
extra-special group, or O,(M) is the central product of an extra-special 
group and a group of maximal class, or O,(M) is of maximal class. Hence 
G is a counterexample to either Theorem B, C, or D, a contradiction. The 
proof is complete. 
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